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In January, the weather was cold, yet dry. The sun’s rays gave us courage during the  
2017 pruning season. Despite a vigorous winter and a rainfall deficit, the vineyards were 
able to restore their reserves for the upcoming growth phase. The early warm, spring-like 
temperatures initiated a noticeable advance in the vineyards. Our plot of Champeaux 
began to flower towards the end of the month of May; the 2017 vintage promised to be 
early. The emerging grapes were numerous. This year, Richard and our team did several 
green harvests in order to reduce the number of clusters and to concentrate the quality.

Summer was punctuated by several heat waves, but luckily the few rain showers came 
at the most opportune moments, allowing the maturation to continue at a steady pace. 
The 10th of July was a close call — a hailstorm just barely missed our Clos de la Roche!

After a last tasting of the berries from the vines, the harvest date was set for September 
6, beginning with our plot of Mazis-Chambertin. The clusters were loose, the grapes  
magnificent and the stems had begun to turn brown ... everything was present for a 
superb vintage.

The beautiful maturity encouraged a short vatting (18 days) with a very delicate  
extraction. The 80% of whole-clusters harvest highlighted the fruity expression in our 
wines. After racking, we held a tasting with our cooper, Stéphane Chassin, in order to 
decide the best type of heating for our casks. We decided on a very light toasting to help 
bring out the subtlety of the vintage.

After several months in the barrel, the result surpassed our hopes. The wines offer a  
delicate and airy nose composed of diverse fresh fruits. On the palate, the balance is 
perfect; the tannins are fine and satiny and the length is impressive. This is truly elegance!

— Olivier Bernstein, November 8, 2018
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Soil Composition: There is a shallow covering of soil overlying hard rock; however, crevices 
in the hard Jurassic limestone allow the roots to reach deep within the sub-soil. Boulders  
and gravel ensure good drainage. 

Elevation: 250-300 meters (820.2 to 983.3 feet)

Olivier Bernstein has less than one hectare under production of 15-year-old vines. He is, to 
our knowledge, the only one to bottle this climat under its climat’s name, hence it is in some 
ways his “monopole” in Chambolle-Musigny.

1,559 bottles produced in 2017
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Soil Composition: The soil composition varies greatly heading down the slope, with whitish 
marl at the top, rock outcrops in the middle and more alluvial soils rear the bottom; a mix 
of red and brown earth.

Elevation: 340 meters (1115.5 feet)

Les Champeaux is situated in what is still a wild place, with dry stone walls and stone 
cabottes, at the extreme northern end of Gevrey-Chambertin on a terrace at 340  
meters altitude. One has the impression of finding oneself in a discrete, protected little field  
hidden away on the Côte d’Or. In 2012 Olivier was able to acquire ownership of the parcel 
which he had been working since 2007. “Champeaux” signifies “small parcels of vines or 
small pieces of ground.”

2,107 bottles produced in 2017
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Soil Composition: The soil composition varies greatly heading down the slope, with whit-
ish marl at the top, rock outcrops in the middle, and more alluvial soils rear the bottom.  
The soil also features small stones that aid drainage and reflect heat.

Elevation: 300 to 360 meters (984.3 to 1,181.1 feet)

The soil is clay limestone with some slightly stony white marl. Unlike Champeaux on its 
terrace, here the vines are on a steep slope. The name indicates a fortified location, being not 
far from the château of Gevrey-Chambertin.

2,699 bottles produced in 2017
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Soil Composition: The topsoil in Charmes has high iron content and a large propor-
tion of limestone pebbles, indicating the proximity of the mother rock which has a high  
active-chalk component. The Mazoyères portion of the vineyard area boasts a topsoil that  
is lighter in color and texture, but with greater depth.

Elevation: 250 meters (820.2 feet)

It may be the trees (“charme” means hornbeam) which give Charmes its name, or perhaps it 
derives from “chaume,” a field or vineyard which has lapsed into scrubland. Unless of course 
people were already talking about the qualities of the wine.

2,055 bottles produced in 2017
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Soil Composition: At the center of the slope the soil is shallow at about 45 centimeters  
deep, brown, with a higher proportion of clay (than that higher up the slope) overlying 
broken limestone.

Elevation: 250 meters (820.2 feet)

This is the most prestigious clos in Burgundy, built by the Cistercian monks in 1098. In 
2008, Olivier discovered a plot of ancient, 80-year-old, vines in the middle of the clos on the 
south side toward Vosne-Romanée. His team harvested and vinified the grapes and the result 
was so convincing that they immediately gave this wine an honored place in our line-up.

2,395 bottles produced in 2017
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Soil Composition: Limestone dominates in the Clos de la Roche where the soil is barely  
30 cm deep with few pebbles but with large boulders which give the climat its name. 

Elevation: 250 meters (820.2 feet) 

Located in the commune of Morey-St-Denis, this grand cru of 16.90 hectares continues 
the family of grands crus from Gevrey-Chambertin southwards. It sits at about 250-meters 
altitude and is exposed to the rising sun.

1,648 bottles produced in 2017
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Soil Composition: Sub-soil consists of limestone pavement and white marl, which underlie 
red clay-flint soils 40 centimeters in depth. The soil is light and gravelly with origins dating 
back to the Jurassic period.

Elevation: Average between 250 to 280 meters (820.2 to 918.6 feet) 

Bonnes-Mares is found above the Route des Grands Crus between Morey-St-Denis and 
Chambolle-Musigny. It represents 15.06 hectares. There are two soil types in Bonnes-Mares: 
the white soil higher up the slope, composed of calcareous marl rich in fossils, and the red 
soils lower on the slope with a clay-limestone subsoil of compact rock.

1,590 bottles produced in 2017
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Soil Composition: Les Mazis-Haut: Partly alluvial, partly scree, and some tens of  
centimeters deep; rocks are of bathonien origin. Les Mazis-Bas: Clay-limestone soils in  
varying proportions; marl and limestone belong to the Jurassic period and numerous marine 
fossils can be found on the surface.

Elevation: 280 meters (918.6 feet) 

This vineyard is situated at the entrance of the Combe de Lavaux on brown earth soils, made 
up of thick down-wash from the plateau above which covers the limestone sub-soil.

2,394 bottles produced in 2017
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Soil Composition: Upper-portion of the hill slope features deep partly alluvial, partly  
scree soils; rocks are of Bathonian origin. Lower down are clay-limestone soils in varying 
proportions; marls and limestones belong to the Bajocian period with numerous marine 
fossils on the surface.

Elevation: 280 meters (918.6 feet) 

Chambertin Clos-de-Bèze shares the imperial crown with Chambertin. Neighboring  
Mazis-Chambertin, this Clos which belonged to the Abbey of Bèze is one of the oldest in 
Burgundy, having been created in the 7th century. 

1,653 bottles produced in 2017
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Soil Composition: Upper-portion of the hill slope features deep partly alluvial, partly  
scree soils;  rocks are of Bathonian origin. Lower down are clay-limestone soils in varying 
proportions; marls and limestones belong to the Bajocian period with numerous marine 
fossils on the surface.

Elevation: 280 meters (918.6 feet) 

The story has been told that the great reputation of Clos-de-Bèze inspired a neighbor to 
become a vigneron: a certain Mr. Bertin whose name of Germanic origin denotes the son of 
Bert, the brilliant. He planted vines in his field in place of cereals, using cuttings from his 
neighbor’s plants and adopted the same work methods. Success was not long in coming and 
in due course the field was named the champ de Mr. Bertin, hence Chambertin.

1,649 bottles produced in 2017
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Soil Composition: Located on the highest part of the hill, the parcel is at the northern tip of 
the appellation, next to the village of Ladoix-Serrigny.

The hill itself offers an exemplary geological section through the younger (145 million 
years) Jurassic strata which lie between Ladoix-Serrigny and Meursault. The colour of the 
clay-rich marly soils varies from yellow through ochre to brown. Limestone alternates with 
marls beneath a thin cover of rendzinas. At mid-slope the mainly red wines of the Corton 
appellation grow on soils appreciably different in character.

Elevation: 350 meters (1150 feet)

899 bottles produced in 2017



Olivier Bernstein’s eight grands crus and three premiers crus have a wealth of old vines,  

which are fundamental to the quality of his wines. All Bernstein vineyard plots, save 

one premier cru, are at least 40 years old; most are between 60 and 80 years old. Olivier  

Bernstein works closely with selected growers; he and his team take responsibility for the  

vineyard work on their plots. “Viticulture is the very basis of everything. To get grapes of  

excellent quality and perfect health, the work in the vineyard is absolutely fundamental — and 

unstinting. It is impossible to make a great wine without a great grape,” explains Olivier.

Olivier Bernstein
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